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impressive . individual . iconic – World Premiere3
A new era begins today! Privilège, the world’s largest luxury catamaran brand, is about
to reveal the biggest multihull product launch of 2018. In close cooperation with the
renowned designers Marc Lombard and Franck Darnet, Privilège has developed two
brand new blue water sailing catamarans: the new Privilège 510 Signature and 580
Signature – as well as one luxury power catamaran – the new Privilège Euphorie 5.
www.privilege-marine.com

Meet us at the Yachting Festival in Cannes 11.– 16. September.
Privilège Marine (France) . Cyrille Tricot . Sales Director . P +33(0) 6 82 82 75 87
Boulevard de l’île Vertime – Port Olona . 85100 Les Sables d’Olonne
P +33 (0)2 51 22 22 33 . info@privilege-marine.com
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PRIVILEGE EUPHORIE 5 POWER CAT
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PROMOTED AT CANNES
YACHTING FESTIVAL
Decades of French multihull know-how
is packed into their Euphorie 5, a 15m
that combines the aesthetics, comfort and
security of long-distance cruising cats

M

arc Lombard, architect of the Euphorie 5 power cat being
shown in Cannes, says that this vessel “is dedicated to
long distance cruises where comfort and range are the
priority”.
“The boat has optimised hull shapes allowing a cruising speed
between 12 and 15 knots. Its immersed shape calculated under
Computational Fluid Dynamics or CFD, has been designed for a
limited pitch angle, and minimum drag”.
“Deck and interior offer a well-balanced ergonomic space. Flying
bridge, cockpit and outstanding master cabin offer the best of life
aboard”.
Euphorie 5 has a 15m or 50 feet hull length and 8m or 26 feet
beam. Fuel capacity is 1,200 litres or 320 gallons of diesel for her 2 x
180 HP inboards.
“Inspired by the Privilege Serie 5, the Euphorie 5 combines all
the aesthetics, comfort and security so famous at Privilege”, says a
spokesman. “She is very comfortable at 12 knots, and has attractive
fuel consumption”.
“The cockpit is well-protected with a large rigid hardtop. From
there is access to the flybridge, with its small kitchenette, 8-person
dining area and steering station bench for three”
In the 90s this shipyard, now based at Les Sables D’OIonne, was
the very first builder to market and sell an amazing range of power
catamarans, including the Euphorie 40 and Euphorie 44. More than
50 vessels have been sold in the series.
Four cabins are provided with private heads and separate showers,
and interiors are described as elegant and neat.
“Your hands will skim prime materials like leather, laquered wood
and Alcantara. Great noses will appreciate the finest essences in wood
used for storage and furniture. The harmony of colours and materials,

as per your wishes, is sublinated by the light, thanks to large windows,
and will seduce the eyes, The impressive sound-proofing will provide
true serenity. And the galley in the salon delight all gourmets”.
Quite so. The vessel on display in Cannes is believed to be
Sirenite, a three-cabin version of the Privilege 5 Series. In this layout
the owner’s suite spans both hulls and is a true retreat. Maple wood
lines the interior with a satin finish. Privilege is now part of Hanse
Yachts Group.
www.yachts.group/gb/privilege

Interiors are practical but can include many luxurious
touches in their use of woods, leather and colourful fabrics
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